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Pursuant to the March 14, 2012, Ruling of the Chief Administrative Law Judge (“Chief 

ALJ”), the Economic Development Intervenors (“EDI”), by and through their attorneys, the Law 

Office of Michael A. Munson, respectfully submit these Verified Reply Comments on Rehearing 

of the Final Order entered by the Illinois Commerce Commission (the “Commission”) on 

January 10, 2012, which was served upon the parties the same day. These Verified Reply 

Comments specifically address comments made by the Staff of the Commission (“Staff”), the 

People of the State of Illinois (the “AG”), Nicor Gas Company (“Nicor”), Ameren Illinois 

Company (“Ameren”), the Illinois Power Agency (the “IPA”). The Economic Development 

Intervenors support the comments and proposals made by Chicago Clean Energy, LLC (“CCE”) 

in order to realize the benefits intended by the Illinois General Assembly. Accordingly, the 

Economic Development Intervenors respectfully request the Commission adopt the Joint Draft 

Order on Rehearing of CCE and the Economic Development Intervenors that is being filed 

contemporaneous with these Verified Reply Comments.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The Economic Development Intervenors represent the working people in Illinois, 

particularly in and around the South Side of Chicago, and are comprised of the Illinois American 

Federation of Labor-Congress of International Organizers (the “Illinois AFL-CIO”), the Chicago 

& Cook County Building & Construction Trades Council (the “Trades Council”), the Hispanic 

American Construction Industry Association (“HACIA”), the Illinois Coal Association, the 

Mechanical Contractors Association, the Illinois Faith Based Association, Pastors United for 

Change, the Calumet Area Industrial Commission, and the South Chicago Chamber of 

Commerce. These parties reiterate that the clean coal substitute natural gas brownfield facility 

(the “SNG Facility”) embodies an opportunity for the City of Chicago, the surrounding region, 

and the State of Illinois to take a much-needed step toward economic recovery. 

Throughout this proceeding, the Economic Development Intervenors repeatedly 

emphasized that the Commission must do its best to implement the intent of the legislature, as 

reflected in its recent amendments to the Illinois Public Utility Act (the “Act”). See, e.g., 220 

ILCS 5/9-220. To date, the Commission has failed to do that. Other parties, while acknowledging 

this disconnect, continue to advocate for the Commission to proceed down the path that will not 

only run completely contrary to the General Assembly’s intentions, but will effectively destroy 

the economic viability of the SNG Facility’s construction. Unless the Commission takes action at 

this juncture to correct the trajectory of this proceeding, the environmentally cutting-edge SNG 

Facility cannot be built. Thousands of jobs at the Facility and throughout the region cannot be 

created. And billions of dollars cannot be brought into the struggling Illinois economy. 

From a broad policy perspective, the Economic Development Intervenors urge the 

Commission to render a decision on rehearing that, on the one hand, respects the delegation of 

administrative powers set forth by the General Assembly and Governor and, on the other hand, 
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allows for the SNG Facility to be constructed as intended. More specifically, the Economic 

Development Intervenors are submitting these Verified Reply Comments to address proposals 

brought up in the initial round of Comments that threaten to either contravene the legislative 

intent or undermine the financeability of the SNG Facility. Hopefully, the Commission 

understands not only the need for this Facility by the City of Chicago, the surrounding region, 

and the State of Illinois, but also the legislative intent and very specific mandate that the SNG 

Facility’s sourcing agreement be approved in strict accordance with the Act. 

II. REPLY COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

As the Commission is aware, its limited role in the administrative scheme enabling the 

SNG Facility’s construction has been developed by the General Assembly, approved by the 

Governor, and further reinforced by both the Senate and House of Representatives through 

resolutions. See 220 ILCS 5/9-220(h-4); see also S.R. 585 (Trotter-Cullerton), 97th Gen. 

Assemb., Reg. Sess. (Ill. 2012); H.R. 755 (Colvin-Madigan), 97th Gen. Assemb., Reg. Sess. (Ill. 

2012). Because the parties in this matter continue to subscribe to positions that would exceed the 

authority granted by the Act, the Economic Development Intervenors feel compelled to 

reproduce subsection (h-4) here in its entirety: 

No later than 90 days after the Illinois Power Agency submits the final draft 

sourcing agreement pursuant to subsection (h-1), the Commission shall approve a 

sourcing agreement containing (i) the capital costs, rate of return, and operations 

and maintenance costs established pursuant to subsection (h-3) and (ii) all other 

terms and conditions, rights, provisions, exceptions, and limitations contained in 

the final draft sourcing agreement; provided, however, the Commission shall 

correct typographical and scrivener’s errors and modify the contract only as 

necessary to provide that the gas utility does not have the right to terminate the 

sourcing agreement due to any future events that may occur other than the clean 

coal SNG brownfield facility's failure to timely meet milestones, uncured default, 

extended force majeure, or abandonment. Once the sourcing agreement is 

approved, then the gas utility subject to that sourcing agreement shall have 45 

days after the date of the Commission's approval to enter into the sourcing 

agreement. 
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220 ILCS 5/9-220(h-4). This legislative mandate is particularly clear. The Commission is to 

approve the IPA-approved Sourcing Agreement with “the capital costs, rate of return, and 

operations and maintenance costs established pursuant to subsection (h-3)” and then approve the 

remainder of the Sourcing Agreement with no changes aside from those explicitly noted in the 

Act. Id. The Act requires the Commission solely to: (1) correct typographical and scrivener’s 

errors; and (2) remove any provisions that would allow the utility to terminate the contract “due 

to any future events that may occur other than the clean coal SNG brownfield facility's failure to 

timely meet milestones, uncured default, extended force majeure, or abandonment.” Id. 

 To further evidence this limited role, each chamber of the General Assembly passed a 

resolution that not only bolstered the administrative construct noted above, but specifically 

pointed out errors in the Commission’s January 10 Order. See S.R. 585; H.R. 755. Despite the 

clear directives of the statute and resolutions, parties here continue to advocate contrary to this 

clear intent. The Commission, as a creature of statute, cannot exceed the express power given to 

it by legislation. See Sheffler v. Commonwealth Edison Co., 399 Ill. App. 3d 51, 61 (1st Dist. 

2010). “The Commission was statutorily created to exercise general supervision over all Illinois 

public utilities in accordance with the provisions of the Act.” Id. Any action the Commission 

takes must be grounded in statute and accordingly authorized by the General Assembly. 

 Thus, the Commission cannot exceed the statutorily granted authority given to it by 

Public Acts 97-0096 and 97-0630. See P.A. 97-0630, 97th Gen. Assemb., Reg. Session (Ill. 

2011); P.A. 97-0630, 97th Gen. Assemb., Reg. Session (Ill. 2011). Here, however, the 

Commission already has improperly adopted an Order that conflicts with the Act, and the 

utilities persist on arguing that the Commission can blatantly contravene the legislative intent. 

See Final Order (Jan. 10, 2011); Nicor’s Initial Comments on Rehearing at 3-6; Ameren’s Initial 
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Comments on Rehearing at 1-3. This is not to say that the Commission must blindly adopt the 

IPA-approved Sourcing Agreement in all respects. To the contrary, the Commission has a well-

defined role at this stage of the proceeding. It is to review the Sourcing Agreement and undertake 

the tasks of inserting the capital, operations, and maintenance costs previously-determined by the 

Capital Development Board, inserting the rate of return for equity that the Commission 

previously-determined, correcting typographical and scrivener’s errors, and ensuring that the 

final Sourcing Agreement does not include termination provisions that are outside the SNG 

Facility’s control. See 220 ILCS 5/9-220(h-4). The Commission has particular expertise for these 

tasks, just as the IPA had particular expertise to oversee and conduct the process leading to the 

fundamental terms of Sourcing Agreement. The Economic Development Intervenors here again 

urge the Commission to exercise restraint and concern itself with the discrete and defined 

administrative tasks assigned to it by the General Assembly.  

A. The Commission Should Correct the Typographical and Scrivener’s 

Errors Identified by CCE 

One of the express powers given to the Commission in approving the Sourcing 

Agreement was to correct typographical and scrivener’s errors. See 220 ILCS 5/9-220(h-4). The 

Commission’s January 10 Order looks to an anonymous collection of “various dictionaries” to 

attempt to define scrivener’s error as a: 

Mistake by preparer of a document that results in intent of the parties being 

thwarted; basis for not enforcing the document or reforming it. See mutual 

mistake. 

Final Order at 22. From this definition, the Commission erroneously finds that “there must be 

agreement that an error occurred in the drafting of the document.” Id. However, the 

incorporation of “mutual mistake,” into this definition is misleading. A mutual mistake is a term 

of art from contract law that allows for a mistake by both parties at the time a contract is made to 
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make that contract voidable. See Restatement (Second) of Contracts § 152. How the Commission 

arrived at such a corollary is baffling. 

 A more apt definition of “scrivener’s error” is found in Black’s Law Dictionary, which 

the Illinois Appellate Court has cited to illustrate the same point. See, e.g., Schaffner v. 514 W. 

Grant Place Condo. Ass’n, 324 Ill. App. 3d 1033, 1040 (1st. Dist. 2001). The entry for 

“scrivener’s error” in Black’s Law Dictionary refers to “clerical error.” See Black’s Law 

Dictionary 1375 (8th ed. 2004). This definition, then, is more applicable to this situation: 

An error resulting from a minor mistake or inadvertence, esp. in writing or 

copying something on the record, and not from judicial reasoning or 

determination. ● Among the boundless examples of clerical errors are omitting an 

appendix from a document; typing an incorrect number; mistranscribing a word; 

and failing to log a call.  

Id. at 582. The examples included in this definition—and also cited by the court in Schaffner—

are all “mechanical or technical in nature, not decisional or judgmental.” Schaffner, 321 Ill. App. 

3d at 1040. The Economic Development Intervenors respectfully request that on rehearing the 

Commission adopt the definition of “scrivener’s error” from this authoritative text and 

previously adopted by the Appellate Court. 

 Using the definition described above, then, the Economic Development Intervenors 

recommend that the Commission adopt changes to remedy typographical and scrivener’s errors 

highlighted by CCE. See CCE’s Initial Comments, Att. B. These changes correct errors that were 

mechanical or technical in nature, resulting from a minor mistake or inadvertence. They do not 

alter the mutual understanding of the parties to material facts of the Sourcing Agreement. 

Instead, the changes correct general omissions or oversights. There is no need for mutual 

mistake, as these errors do not affect the parties’ mutual understanding of material facts. The 

Commission is authorized to make these changes—and the statute in fact requires that the 

Commission do so. See 220 ILCS 5/9-220(h-4).  
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 Similarly, using the definition above, the Commission should reject the IPA’s suggestion 

that the “billing determinants” provisions of the Sourcing Agreement be modified. See IPA’s 

Initial Comments on Rehearing at 6. While the IPA’s Comments appear somewhat confused, the 

IPA seems to suggest that it now would like the Commission to approve a Sourcing Agreement 

that allows the SNG Facility to recover just 84 percent of it costs. See id. However, this is a 

change in policy that is directly opposed to the policy endorsed by the IPA in its October 11, 

2011, version of the Sourcing Agreement. See IPA’s Memorandum, App. B (Oct. 11, 2011). The 

IPA’s policy decision was confirmed in the Memorandum that the IPA transmitted to the 

Commission along with its version of the Sourcing Agreement. There, the IPA adopted the CCE 

compromise position:  

[F]or purposes of the pricing determinants, CCE has agreed that it would not rely 

on the 47,799,714 MMBtu as a price determinant. Instead, for purposes of setting 

any pricing formula, CCE will agree to use the volume of []43,500,000 [Bcf] [or 

42,064,500 MMBtu] in determining any price factor. This is reflected in the 

formula’s adopted in Schedules 5.2A and 5.2B. The IPA has also incorporated 

language in to Article V relating to CCE’s proposal. 

IPA’s Memorandum (Oct. 11, 2011) at 18. That is, there was a determination made at the time 

the IPA drafted its version of the Sourcing Agreement. Reversing that determination is not 

correcting a scrivener’s error; it is changing the entire policy position of the IPA, as reflected in 

the Sourcing Agreement. Moreover, the IPA is not legally authorized to request that the 

Commission reverse the IPA’s prior policy decision. See Village of Downers Grove v. Ill. St. 

Labor Relations Bd., 221 Ill. App. 3d 47, 56-57, (2d Dist. 1991) (holding that an administrative 

agency cannot reconsider its decisions unless expressly authorized by statute). 

 Therefore, the Economic Development Intervenors respectfully request that the 

Commission adopt the changes provided by CCE to remedy the various typographical and 
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scrivener’s errors in the Sourcing Agreement and reject the IPA’s proposed revision to the billing 

determinants. 

B. The Commission Should Remove Certain Provisions That Would 

Allow a Gas Utility to Improperly Terminate the Sourcing Agreement 

Additionally, the Commission is tasked with modifying “the contract only as necessary to 

provide that the gas utility does not have the right to terminate the sourcing agreement due to any 

future events that may occur other than the clean coal SNG brownfield facility's failure to timely 

meet milestones, uncured default, extended force majeure, or abandonment.” 220 ILCS 5/9-

220(h-4). In other words, the Commission must revise the Sourcing Agreement to ensure that the 

utility cannot terminate the agreement except under certain defined circumstances that are within 

the SNG Facility’s control. Using its authority and following the legislative mandate, the 

Commission should remove two early termination sections (i.e., Sections 1.2(h) and 14.20) from 

the IPA-approved Sourcing Agreement because they both allow for the contract to be terminable 

outside of one of the specified situations listed in Section 9-220(h-4). See id. Accordingly, the 

Economic Development Intervenors agree with CCE’s suggestion to remove Sections 1.2(h) and 

14.20 from the sourcing agreement. See CCE’s Initial Comments at 40-41.  

1. Section 1.2(h) Should Be Stricken Because It Enables the Sourcing 

Agreement to Be Terminated in a Forbidden Circumstance 

It is clear to the Economic Development Intervenors that Section 1.2(h) would create a 

scenario that would allow a gas utility to terminate the Sourcing Agreement outside of one of the 

four express conditions for termination in subsection (h-4). 220 ILCS 5/9-220(h-4). Not 

coincidentally, the provisions surrounding Section 1.2(h) each fit into one of the four permissible 

scenarios for termination enumerated in subsection (h-4). Specifically: 

(1) Sections 1.2(a), (b), and (f) all concern project milestones; 

(2) Section 1.2(c) concerns uncured default; 
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(3) Section 1.2(e) concerns force majeure; and 

(4) Section 1.2(g) concerns abandonment. 

See Sourcing Agreement at 2. Not only do all these subsections concern the exact scenarios 

allowed by subsection (h-4), they all mention the specific scenario by name.
1
 See id. The one 

subsection of Section 1.2 that does not mention any of the specific scenarios is Section 1.2(h). 

See id. Put simply, Section 1.2(h) does not include one of the scenarios because it is outside the 

provisions allowed by the Act. See 220 ILCS 5/9-220(h-4). It should also be noted that Staff 

previously supported the removal of Section 1.2(h). See Staff’s Position Statement, Ex. D (Dec. 

16, 2011). As such, the Economic Development Intervenors recommend that the Commission 

delete Section 1.2(h) from the Sourcing Agreement, as reflected in the proposed Sourcing 

Agreement from CCE. See CCE’s Initial Comments on Rehearing, Att. A at 2 (April 9, 2012). 

2. Section 14.20 Should Be Removed Because It Allows the Utilities 

to Terminate the Agreement in an Impermissible Scenario 

The Economic Development Intervenors also respectfully request that the Commission 

remove Section 14.20 from the Sourcing Agreement. The Section would allow for the contract to 

be terminated if any provision, agreement, or covenant of the contract would be declared invalid, 

void, or unenforceable. See Sourcing Agreement at 49. As noted above, Section 9-220(h-4) 

requires that the Commission strike any provision from the IPA-approved Sourcing Agreement 

that would give any gas utility “the right to terminate the sourcing agreement due to any future 

events that may occur other than the clean coal SNG brownfield facility’s failure to timely meet 

milestones, uncured default, extended force majeure, or abandonment.” 220 ILCS 5/9-220(h-4) 

(emphasis added). Section 14.20 would allow for a gas utility to terminate the contract by having 

                                                 

1
  On first blush, this would not include Section 1.2(f). However, in looking to definition of 

“Outside Completion Date,” which is mentioned in Section 1.2(f), milestones are specifically 

referred to by name. See Source Agreement at 13. 
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any section of it declared void. Under the statutory scheme mandated by the General Assembly, 

this scenario cannot be allowed. Thus, the Commission should amend the Sourcing Agreement to 

remove Section 14.20. 

The IPA improperly suggests that striking Section 14.20 would somehow contradict the 

Commission’s limited role. See IPA’s Initial Comments at 12. The Commission’s limited role, 

however, includes amending the contract to limit the ways a gas utility could terminate it. While 

certainly as not as clear-cut as Section 1.2(h), the purported non-severability clause in Section 

14.20 would contravene the General Assembly’s intent and improperly expand the situations that 

a gas utility could terminate the Sourcing Agreement. The IPA attempts to draw a distinction 

between a terminated contract and one that is “void or unenforceable as to both parties.” IPA’s 

Initial Comments at 12. However, if the utility would terminate the contract, it would be void or 

unenforceable as to both parties. IPA’s argument amounts to no more than mere semantics, and 

the Commission should not follow the IPA’s recommendations, which contradict the General 

Assembly’s intent. This intent was further clarified in the resolutions adopted by the Senate and 

House, which unambiguously show that the Commission is to remove two provisions for early 

termination that were improperly included in the Sourcing Agreement. See S.R. 585; H.R. 755. 

The General Assembly intended for the contract to be terminable in only a select few 

circumstances. Section 14.20 would create a situation outside of those select few circumstances 

where the Sourcing Agreement could be terminated. Therefore, the Economic Development 

Intervenors urge the Commission to remove Section 14.20 from the Sourcing Agreement. 

C. Beyond the Discrete Tasks in Subsection (h-4), the Commission Must 

Approve the Sourcing Agreement as Submitted by the IPA 

The administrative construct developed by the General Assembly provides for a 

complicated and integrated division of duties between the Commission, the IPA, and the Capital 
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Development Board. As part of this delegation, the General Assembly has given the Commission 

an admittedly limited role in approving the Sourcing Agreement. The Commission is authorized 

only to: (1) develop the capital costs, rate of return, and operations and maintenance costs under 

subsection (h-3); (2) correct typographical and scrivener’s errors; and (3) amend the Sourcing 

Agreement to limit the utility’s right to termination. See 220 ILCS 5/9-220(h-4). Beyond these 

discrete tasks, the Commission cannot modify the Sourcing Agreement at all. To the extent that 

the January 10 Order modified the Sourcing Agreement in any matter not explicitly authorized 

by statute, the Economic Development Intervenors respectfully request that these changes be 

reversed on rehearing.  

The Economic Development Intervenors direct the Commission’s attention to the CCE’s 

Verified Comments on Rehearing, which accurately and adequately explain and outline these 

impermissible modifications. See CCE’s Initial Comments on Rehearing at 7-28. The Economic 

Development Intervenors urge the Commission to adopt the CCE Corrected Agreement in 

accordance with CCE’s Initial Comments. Id., Ex. A. That version of the Sourcing Agreement 

accurately reflects the legislative intent behind Public Acts 97-0096 and 97-0630. 

III. CONCLUSION 

The Economic Development Intervenors respectfully request that, on rehearing, the 

Commission enter an order that reflects the delicate balance between the administrative agencies 

involved in the legislation enabling the SNG Facility’s construction. The General Assembly has 

worked to ensure that the plant is brought to the Southeast Side of Chicago, and that the jobs and 

other economic benefits that are a part of the SNG Facility bring renewed vitality to the City of 

Chicago, the surrounding region, and the State of Illinois. The parties comprising the Economic 

Development Intervenors are all acutely aware of the abysmal situation that this recent recession 

has created throughout the entire country, and request that the Commission be mindful of how 
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the SNG Facility will deliver widespread, long-term benefits. The General Assembly has studied 

these economic benefits and created a process to realize them. It is now up to the Commission to 

continue that process in a way that will enable the SNG Facility to be financed and constructed.  

 WHEREFORE, the Economic Development Intervenors respectfully request that the 

Commission: 

(1) Enter an Order on Rehearing consistent with the recommendations 

contained in these Verified Reply Comments; 

(2) Approving a Sourcing Agreement consistent with the CCE Corrected 

Agreement, see CCE’s Initial Comments on Rehearing, Ex. A; and 

(3) Grant such additional or different relief as required by the interests of 

justice. 
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